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He’s so close I can smell him. The tobacco on his breath and his sweat, like the first 

hiss when you pull the skin off an orange. Leaning forward, he points for the girls out 

of the train window. The Essex fields scud by, it’s late afternoon but still hot, must be 

around twenty Celsius, the yellow land like the hide of an old dog, panting and giving 

off steam.  

Nancy, my five-year-old, kneels next to Max, trailing her arm around his neck, 

snaking his cheek with one finger. On his other side Lois, her younger sister, is 

kicking his thigh. Max lets her, each time faking a different kind of death. 

Electrocution, hanging, there is no end to his imagination. Lois is lost to us, hysterical 

with laughter, her mouth springing open, her tongue vibrating like a bird’s. When did 

I last make her laugh like that? I try to remember. Then I hear it. The voice I use.  

‘Max. Max. Max. Sometimes she’s sick if she gets too charged up. Please, 

calm down girls.’ 

‘Right, come on, we’ve all got to be quiet. Mum’s the boss,’ he says, winking 

at them and pressing his fingers to his lips. There is a momentary lull but then he 

roars up into the air and the girls are all over him again.    

Beside me on the seat, Jack is somehow sleeping through his friend’s racket. 

‘Man’s nap,’ he’d slurred. Of course, a husband’s right to take time out. But he wakes 

up when Lois catches her fingers in the lock of the door. I hold out my arms but she 

staggers screaming beyond my reach, to Max, splaying the hand in outrage. Her 

fingers, so tempura-soft, make me worry I will slice the tops off with scissors. Max 

presses them to his mouth, kissing and eating at the same time. 

‘Oh Lo-Lo, mwa, mwa, oh,’ he says.  I know what he’s doing. I know exactly 

what he’s doing. 
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‘Hey who wants a hug?’ I cry.   

 ‘Me, me!’ Both girls rush into my arms.  

All day, Jack and I have exchanged looks. At first glances, but here now, it’s 

hard stares from me as Jack avoids my eye. Pull them away from him, separate them! 

I mouthed when Max’s back was turned. Still the display went on, always goes on, the 

grating sing-song voice, his dirty hands (nails packed with muck) stroking, patting, 

weaving the children over his arms, thighs, behind his back. This morning, I found 

him tied to the coffee table with skipping ropes. ‘Help, help,’ he groaned, as the girls 

squealed and I resisted the urge to stamp on his body sprawled there. 

He told us a week. It is now almost a month and there always seems to be something 

wrong with the flats he’s viewing around North London. Jack’s not bothered, he’s at 

work all day at the architect’s firm - and then he’s got a pop up drink buddy at night. 

At first there was a little thrill to it all. Other mothers dropped round, arching their 

backs on chairs when Max came in to turn on the kettle. He knows how to look at a 

woman when she’s talking. The kind of hungry look you don’t get from your husband 

anymore. I see how he does it, how it’s just them and him and the room disappearing. 

And he’s helpful. Although he doesn’t shower as much as I’d like, Max tidies up toys, 

picks up sofa cushions and loads the dishwasher. He is muscular from his landscaping 

work, a man easy to watch even when opening a fridge door. But it’s wearing thin. 

Our secret family world has gone. 

 ‘He can’t stay forever,’ I tell Jack, ‘When are you going to say something?’ 

‘I’ll do it at the weekend,’ he says.  
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After the girls’ eat, I run the bath. I am looking forward to their memories of the day;  

the forest walk, the best pub pudding, the train ride back. But they look up, their faces 

brightening, and I turn to see a form in the door frame. Max, with two wine glasses, 

sliding down to the floor and drawing his legs up. I should ask him to go but can’t 

seem to move my lips and now I’ve missed the moment so he stays; for the splashing 

of eyes, my tired shouts at the puddles of water, the girls standing up showing their 

stomachs, dyed pink from the belly button down.  

 Should I be pleased, the way he seeks me out? While I wash them, he talks. 

Every now and then I grunt, to show him I’m listening. There is a vague muttering 

about moving in with a friend, an older woman who seemed to have taken a shine to 

him, wanting a lodger.  Where are all these friends? We never meet any.  

Max says, ‘She’s lovely, but not my type.’ So what is your type? I think. Once 

I heard him say, Oh you know, I like girls with skinny boy bodies. Skinny boy bodies. I 

find myself briefly investigating the fly of Max’s trousers. ‘Can you check on Jack?’ I 

say. ‘You know what he’s like in the kitchen.’ Max grins and leaves, our little moment 

of intimacy completed for him.  

The girls are waiting to come out, Lois shivering in the luke-warm water. Jack 

used to bath them, sometimes climbing in with them halfway through.  Lingering in 

the doorway, watching his grey water suck round the girls, I would say, ‘I think you 

should get out now, it’s unhygienic …’ I would feel like some official, dirty clothes 

hanging off my arms. Quickly, I pull on the girls’ pyjamas, snagging their skin on the 

material.  

‘Want daddy to come up here,’ Lois moans.  

 ‘Daddy’s downstairs, making our food. He’ll come up for a kiss,’ I say. 
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 ‘Can Max come too? Please mummy,’ says Nancy.  

 ‘No,’ I say, cross, hot. ‘No, Max is busy talking.’  

Later, after she’s supposed to be asleep, Nancy appears into the kitchen. I watch the 

pale lilac bud of her mouth turn up to Max for a kiss. I can’t bear the moment of 

contact, casting my eyes down to the bottom of his jeans, crusted with mud.  

 ‘I want Max to read me a story,’ she begs as I drag her upstairs. 

‘No. No more stories,’ I tell her. 

After we eat I stand at the sink, running food off the plates before they go into the 

dishwasher. Jack and Max are talking about Lois’s tendency to bite. I stop what I’m 

doing, turn round, slouching against the surface edge. I notice the intense blue of 

Max’s eyes as he says, ‘Oh Lo-Lo’s great,’ with a child practitioner’s ease. We call her 

Lo-Lo, now he does too. 

‘What I find is if you distract her and then talk it through with her afterwards 

she’s normally OK,’ he continues, ‘You have to physically get down to her level.’ 

Jack’s listening carefully. Three weeks in and our childless squatter has it sussed.  

‘I know, I do that too, there’s other things you can…’ I say but they’re not 

listening.  

Max continues, ‘I guess it’s about trust, you’ve got to get them to trust you. 

Do you remember how shy she was when I first arrived? Just like Nance. But she’s 

really good with me now, she's really responding.’  
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Responding. I turn the word over and over. On the train today Lois reached for 

him. I thought: he has them now. I nod and give a faint, ‘Yeah, yeah,’ and turn back to 

the sink, my rubber gloves stabbing into the foam. I should appreciate it. I think about 

dads at the playground, the ones who’d rather watch a stranger’s child fall and scream 

than reach out to touch them. 

It was good at first, almost a pleasure to see someone make such an effort. But I 

remember thinking, he’s going to calm down now, to stop touching them. Max 

bounced the girls on his knee, tickled them to the floor, held Nancy's hand and cooed 

at Lois, who was making a show of being scared and clinging to my legs. But by the 

end of the first week, it was like a metronome ticking and I had started to flinch as his 

fingers reached out. It began there, the nauseating whir-click of a lens narrowing. 

Now the pleasant tone in my voice is loosening away. On two occasions I have told 

Max to ‘cut it out’ when he starts to rough-house the girls. ‘Ok,’ he says, ‘I don’t want 

to be a pain, I want to help.’ He follows me into the kitchen biting his finger with a 

look that could make you feel sorry for your snappiness.   

He’s my age, almost forty, but the boy is still present in his face. I wonder how 

he sees me. When I look in the mirror, my eyes are still blue, the lashes thick, but 

they’re each held in a gently wrinkling bag of tissue. The cracks showing, lines 

appearing when I frown or smile, the skin on my forehead swiftly corrugating. 

‘I'm worried about Nadia,’ Max tells Jack. ‘She doesn't seem happy? Is  

something going on?’ I almost feel sorry for him. He must sense the atmosphere in the 

house, since Jack abandoned the search for evidence. 
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London feels like a hot closed suitcase about to burst. Jack opens the front door in 

the morning, already sweating in short sleeved shirts. I want to kiss him goodbye. I 

really do. Some days all the girls can do sit in the paddling pool, while I turn on the 

hose and it wilts into the water.  I look up to the windows of the houses opposite, 

about fifty metres higher up the hill, separated by gardens, garages and allotments. 

Against the bright air they’re opaque as wine bottles, but sometimes they flash silver. 

Blinking away the glare, I feel the weight of other gazes, my retinas brimming.  

 We’ve bought a small six-foot trampoline which squats on the patio. The girls 

take toys into it, balls, hula hoops and skipping ropes. In the late afternoon, it turns 

into a den with cushions and duvets dragged from the house. They slither their clothes 

off and throw them up over the safety net, lying back and looking up as net-shadows 

move across their bodies, Nancy pale and creamy, Lois, olive-skinned, almost dun. 

  

One afternoon, the front door slams, it’s Max, who barely greets me. As he sweeps 

through the kitchen he yanks off his t-shirt, trailing his work smell, the damp line of 

his belly hair disappearing into his shorts. He’s heading for the trampoline. He knows 

he’s not supposed to. It can’t hold more than seventeen stone, I’ve told him but he still 

clambers in. The girls scream at his arrival, then jolt around like ping pongs as his 

weight crashes down. I watch through the kitchen window for a while but have to go 

into the basement to get the washing out.  

  On my return, the girls are naked and lying on their backs in the 

trampoline, opening and closing their legs with slow butterfly-like ease. Lois’ nappy 
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rash has drawn a crimson line around her sex. Max is bouncing slowly. I spot his 

camera on the window sill. (He’s asked for pictures of the girls before, but each time I 

flick through to make a choice, it’s impossible.)   

 ‘Hey,’ I say. ‘Probably not a good idea for them to take their cozzies off Max.’  

He turns to look at me. It’s a new look, one I haven’t seen before. A moment later he 

shrugs, smiles. 

 “It wasn't my idea. They said they were too hot. They did it themselves. I’ll 

help you get them back on…’ he says. 

 ‘No. It’s fine, I’ll do it. Let me do it.’ 

  Crawling into the trampoline, I drag Lois out by one foot as she bangs her 

head against one of the big springs. She’s red and screaming as I yank her costume 

back on, but soon she has it off again and is scrabbling backwards. Nancy’s shouting, 

‘Oh mum, it’s too hot, it’s too hot!’  

 At that moment, Jack steps through the back door, early from work, and starts 

talking about ice lollies if the girls cover up. Hoisting the basket onto my hip I walk 

up to the end of the garden. The sheets fall out of my hands as I try and flop them 

over the line, as I twist round to look, but they’ve all gone inside.  

I’m in bed first, scissoring my legs against the coolness of the sheet. I'm listening for 

sounds; the ones I know, creaks and phuts under the floorboards, the sudden breaking 

of dust coming down the chimney, a cry like torture in a child’s sleep. Then, other 

unfamiliar noises, the faint whines of door handles, fingers trailing the top of a 

banister, the weight of adult feet.  
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 I wonder if Max is already asleep in the spare room upstairs. Whether he 

wears pyjamas or is naked. I have drunk more than usual, we all have, but it’s 

Saturday night after all. Perhaps he’s fallen on the bed on top of the duvet. Does he 

masturbate? I wonder. Will he be sending warm slimy jets into my Egyptian cotton 

sheets? I try not to think about it. When Jack comes into the room, still wet and 

trailing a towel, I give a little yelp.  

 ‘Sorry,’ I say. He hates it when I’m like this. Jumpy. He frowns, then sighs and 

continues drying himself while I carry on talking.  

 ‘Jack. Jack.’ I pause. It’s odd, whispering like this in our own room. ‘You 

know there isn't a problem with him hugging them hello or goodbye or reading to 

them on his lap…’ He’s silent. I keep talking, softly so as not to irritate him too much. 

We’re supposed to have a ten-o’clock rule where we don’t air things like this.  

 ‘But,’ I pause again. ‘It's all the time. It's like a compulsion or a tic or 

something. I just don’t think it’s normal. I’ve asked some of the other mums, they 

don’t think it sounds right. What do you think, honestly, are you comfortable with it?’   

Jack yawns. The muscles on either side of his backside contract as he pulls the 

towel along his back. Two gentle dips made by giant fingers. I love the bit of hair 

which the barber always seems to miss, which arrows up his neck. The soft 

surprisingly feminine ears. I don’t wait for an answer. ‘Is it just me? I find myself 

watching, listening all the time, like the bloody Stasi...’ 

 ‘It was just bad today on the train, it was bit too much I know. I've seen him 

like that with dogs,’ he says.  

Dogs. I am lost for a moment. I cannot tell Jack, that I’ve found myself doing 

the kind of stuff I would never have imagined - flipping my girls over and examining 
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them. Over you go, I say, pretending it is a game after a bath. Let's see if you need any 

cream. The glinting red colour reminds me of an Opal Fruit. Toddlers get rashes but 

has Nancy been like this before? How would you know? When you’re asleep 

anything could happen. I’m the frantic bitch, nosing my way backwards through 

Max’s time with us. 

 ‘It won’t be for much longer. What do you want me to do? I can’t chuck him 

out.’ Yes you can, I think. You could. These are our girls.  

After university, Max let Jack stay at his flat while he looked for trainee 

positions. But that was when we were young and child-free, where days were spent in 

bed, smoking gear and having sex. The first time I saw Max, he was lying on a sofa 

while his girlfriend at the time massaged him. I watched, fascinated as she viced his 

buttocks with her thighs, working her Lilliputian hands up the humps of his spine. She 

had a small black dog which jumped onto Max’s lap, her ears trembling, a worm of 

yellow scum at the corner of her eyes. He muzzled her jaw with his hand when she 

tried to escape, stroking her constantly, running his hands over her back and rump, 

under her chin and ears, kissing her nose, even her tongue.  

 Jack jumps into bed, resting for a moment and then crushes his body against 

mine, cool and goosepimply. 

‘You're like a furnace,’ he says. 

I say, ‘You’re cold. I want to talk a bit more.’ 

‘I just want to feel you.’ 

I let him, drawing my body up against him too. Before there is the possibility 

of him getting turned on, I move away a little, squeezing his hand, but he in turn 
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withdraws. He wants to sleep now but I want to continue, to kick up the underside and 

watch the maggots squirm. 

‘Jack. This is how they do it, they get you comfortable, meaning me and you. 

They say it’s usually someone the family knows...’ 

‘Nadia!’ It is almost a shout and I clamp my hand over his mouth to muffle the 

sound. Jack grabs my hand and pushes it away. And now we’re grappling, he’s 

gripping my shoulders as I push my fists up to his chest to release me. Perhaps this 

will turn into something rough, an embrace. But there isn’t enough air and I’m 

gasping for breath. Jack lets go, while I lie on my side and try to breathe. I wait for 

him to tell me to close one nostril and take some deep gulps of air, but he doesn’t, nor 

does he rub warmth into my numbed hands and arms. Instead he leans over me, his 

face terrifying, each eye a shaking jelly of tears.  

‘Why are you fucking everything up? Nothing is going on. I think you’re 

depressed. You haven’t smiled for months,’ he says. I push him away sitting up, 

breathing in and out slowly.  

‘I'm going in with the girls tonight. I don't want them alone,’ I tell him. I take 

my pillow and find a sleeping bag in the wardrobe. Jack has pulled the duvet over his 

head. ‘Night,’ I whisper. 

The bedroom door opens with a faint mew. The girls are lying across their beds as if 

they’ve fallen from a great height. Their mouths open, eyeballs moving under the lids, 

greasy with sleep. I straighten them out and get them back under the covers. The room 

is dark but I know the overwhelming colour here: pink. Curtains, bedcovers, jewellery 

boxes and little bags, chests of drawers, hand-mirrors, fairy dresses, hair clips that 
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rasp the fingers, princess tiaras, little lip glosses in tubs that Nancy begged and 

begged me for. And shoes. Dressing up shoes with heels. I ordered them online and 

didn't think about the worry they would cause until they arrived. The girls clop round 

in them, their hips at an angle, dozens of beads round their necks. Long legs so 

straight they hang like arms. Squatting down in these shoes, you see how quickly the 

soft child's foot adapts.  

Quietly as I can, I pull out the spare mattress out from under Nancy’s bed. I’ll 

sleep badly I know. Lying down, I try and resist some of the thoughts but they build 

up until images slice into my head with slow deliberation. Black and white pictures 

from a TV documentary, a small Thai girl, a child, about Nancy’s age. Sitting 

solemnly as though in church, eyes cast down, on a bed. Black harnesses on her body, 

her small flat chest, her brown skin. The collar round her neck linked to a chain, 

which in turn is linked to the end of a bed. At the edge of the image, the tumid white 

belly of a man.  

 Next it’s a memory. I am about eight, putting my toddler brother to bed. His 

whole body has a caramel sheen which I rub my face against. Sitting on my back he 

brushes the hair back from my neck as I shiver with pleasure. I dry and tickle him, 

and then I rub myself on him, enjoying the feeling of his small sex against mine, like 

warm plasticine. But almost as soon as it begins, it’s over.  

In the morning I walk back into our bedroom. I begin to talk to Jack, lost somewhere 

under the covers.  

‘I’m sorry. Things have been getting out of hand. I’ll try to stop. I really will 

try.’ He flings back the bedclothes, sits up, doesn’t look at me.  
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He shouts, “Come on girls, come on, get up, time for breakfast!” 

It’s Sunday and the sun is high and hot and white. We make our way to Highgate 

Woods where we sit at the edge of the playing field, watching nets of light trawling 

through the trees. We have eaten cheese, bread, olives, salami and gulped back small 

cold French beers. Lois is asleep in her buggy while Jack and I lie on the blanket, 

blurred with drink.  My fingers move in circles on the silky side of his torso, twisting 

his belly hair. For a while I watch Max and Nancy chuck a Frisbee to each other.  

 ‘Go on, you two have a rest. I'll keep an eye on her,’ Max says. I sit up and 

watch.  

 ‘Let him,’ Jack whispers, ‘Just let him do it.’   

 Sighing I fall back, abandoning myself to some discreet caressing. Closing the 

eye on Jack’s side, I let the other swivel back to their game and then beyond where 

parents are playing halting games of cricket and rounders with their children. I feel 

myself starting to relax. Almost completely. I concentrate on Jack's fingers, squeezing 

and twisting. And then the eye attempting to keep vigil, shuts gently. 

‘Where are they?’ I am up, dizzy, looking around. How long have we been asleep 

for? My mobile’s at home – I check Jack’s, ten minutes. 

‘Can't see them, have you seen them?’ Jack’s lying, arm over his face, his 

elegant sprawl immediately maddening. He ignores my anxiety, sits up slowly, 

screwing up his eyes. Burps. 

‘Well they can't be far, they were just here.’ 
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‘Where are they?’ I am up on my feet. For a few seconds we twist round and 

round, scanning the field, mouths gaping, hands shielding our eyes. 

‘They probably went for a walk.’ Jack says. I’m trying to stop the panic 

beading in my throat. 

‘A walk? A fucking walk? Why? Call him. Right now,’ I say. I start walking, 

then jogging around the playing field, squinting my eyes through the trees. Nancy’s 

wearing a pink sundress with white spots. Jack moves off the other way, on his 

mobile, pushing the pram in a big semi-circle. When I turn back, I can just about see 

him moving his lips, but he doesn’t look up or wave.  

I ask a few families nearby if they’ve seen a tall man and young girl walk 

away. They glance up like people on drugs, the trails of smiles leaving their lips. No 

one has. I run back to Jack and the pram where Lois is still sleeping. 

‘Hey Max, me again, where are you...give us a call mate. His phone’s still 

switched off.’ Jack still sounds far too calm.  

‘Where is he?’ I say. ‘Where the hell is he? Why isn’t he answering his phone? 

Why didn't he tell us he was going off…?’ I bite back more words which want to 

scream, see, see… you think I’m mad, but I was just doing the right thing. 

The thumping is in my throat, slicing up my words. Time is moving oddly 

now, each moment pulled low and thin to the ground, like muffled screaming. I think I 

hear Nancy screaming. No, she’s saying, no, no. In a bare room I see things happening 

to her, unimaginable things. I race round the edge of the field once more and into the 

wood, cranking my neck this way and that through the trees, where families with 

other little blond girls are walking. It’s quiet, serene. Nauseating. Eventually, I run 

back. Jack has made another call.  
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‘Has he called back? Has he called you?’  

It’s twenty minutes since we went to sleep. He shakes his head, the worry has 

finally got to him too, he throws me his phone as he runs away from me, in the 

direction of the café, shouting, ‘Maybe they're there…you stay here in case they come 

back.’  

 I am creating a scene, calling Nancy’s name into the air.  People begin to creep 

forward asking questions. What does she look like, what’s she wearing? What does 

she look like? My words fall over each other. ‘I don't know, she's small, she's five, she 

got blond hair to about here,’ I say. ‘She's with a man, a friend, we know him. Tall 

with dark hair. Scruffy. Stubble.’  The people look at me, their faces change. A friend? 

Lois is awake, crying.  

‘Call the police, call the police,’ I cry.  No one moves. 

A voice says, ‘Hey love, don’t panic, you’re panicking. Shall we give it 

another five minutes?’ Then someone else, ‘She says she knows him.’   

‘I think he's taken her!’ I yell. ‘He's taken her. My baby!’ I squat and someone 

leans down, a cool voice, saying, ‘Don’t worry, breath, they’ll find her, she’ll be 

OK…’ 

‘Help, help, someone help!’ Can my voice bring her back? 

Someone in the crowd thinks they see them, two tall figures, a small body hopping 

by their side. I stagger up, shouting and race the pram past the faces bobbing up all 

over the field. When I collapse at Nancy’s feet she yelps, loses balance, the lollies 

jerking out of her hands. She looks up at Max, then back to me. 
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 ‘Mummy, why are you crying? It’s a surprise. We wanted to make it a 

surprise,’ she says.  

I hear Max talking, telling me about his phone, the long queue, how they’d 

planned it together. I can’t talk to him, I just shake my head. My breathing is starting 

to slow a little, the world resuming its shape. Max begins to glance round at the small 

crowd surrounding us. They’re not quite ready to leave yet. He’s still holding three 

cones, the ice-cream melting and running down onto his wrists.   
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